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Soon after Professor Carlos Alvarez (Florida International University- FIU) and his wife, Elsa 

Prieto, were arrested on espionage charges, the Castroite parliamentary speaker Ricardo Alarcon 

branded this FBI operation as a move to create a sort of “McCarthyist atmosphere” in order to 

have an influence on the Cuban Five’s case.  The last Antonio Maceo Brigade militant, Andres 

Gomez, pealed the bell in Areito Digital.  He stated that the alleged guilt of Alvarez and Prieto 

was the base for “a dangerous McCarthyist campaign” against those who advocate the 

normalization of Cuba-U.S. relations.  Alvarez’s lawyer, Steven Chaykin, argued that the 

reputation of his client and his wife was being destroyed by “the McCarthy-like hysteria” stirred 

up by the prosecutor.  “This kind of hysteria also grows in the Hispanic media from Miami,” 

remarked the Castroite agitprop cadre Max Lesnik. Nevertheless, Alvarez and Prieto ended up 

pleading guilty. Since the first Alvarez’s debriefing by the FBI on June 23 and 24, 2005, the case 

did not anything to do with the late Senator Joseph McCarthy, but with the still alive Fidel 

Castro. 

 

Every time Castroite espionage becomes an issue in the U.S. academic world, McCarthyism is 

the quick response.  The doctoral candidate Arturo Lopez-Levy gave a sort of updated 

operational definition:  McCarthyism is “the use of anonymous reports, which mix defamation 

with half-truths, for condemning and persecuting those who dissent from the undemocratic 

right.” Thus, the report with full names and truths, without any intention beyond the clarification 

of the issue, seems to be no McCarthyist at all. 

 

Background 

 

In the summer 1992, the State Department allocated half million dollars (Grant 571106900) for 

the FIU Project Cuba in Transition, which gathered 17 academicians under the leadership of 

Lisandro Perez, director (1991-2003) of the Cuban Research Institute (CRI).  On February 1, 

1993, the Selous Foundation published Academic Espionage, by historian Antonio de la Cova, 

which denounced the project as pro-Castro and pointed out the paradox of being financed by the 

U.S. taxpayers.  Perez reacted with a letter on February 25, 1993, announcing that the FIU legal 

counsel would intervene because the mentioned piece was libelous.  De la Cova is still waiting 

for FIU’s response.    

 

Among other issues, de la Cova brought to Academic Espionage (1993) the case of Marifeli 

Pérez-Stable, professor of Latin-American Affairs at the State University of New York by that 

time.  According with the FBI debriefing of defector Jesus Raul Perez-Mendez, Captain of the 

General Directorate of Intelligence (DGI) and Chief of Department for the Cuban Community 

Abroad at the Cuban Institute of Friendship with the Peoples (ICAP), Pérez-Stable had 

substituted the late Lourdes Casal (1938-81), the DGI agent who taught Social Psychology at 

Rutgers University.  Perez-Stable receives $100 for each tourist that traveled to Cuba with the 

Circle of the Cuban Culture (CCC).  She was also was infiltrated in the Institute for Cuban 

Studies (ICE), founded by María Cristina Herrera (Miami-Dade College), to help turn it even 



more pro-Castro.  It was clear that Pérez-Stable has become a DGI agent since her annual plans 

were prepared by DGI and ICAP. 

 

Problem 

 

On July 31, 2008, Chris Simmons, a newly-retired Counterintelligence Supervisor with the 

Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), appeared on the Hispanic TV show “A Mano Limpia” 

(AmericaTeVe, Channel 41, Miami) and identified four people linked to the DGI:  Gilberto 

Abascal, Alberto Coll, Gillian Gunn Clissold and Marifeli Perez-Stable.  The latter replied: “I am 

sick and tired of these McCarthyist tactics.”  And in her own website, she clearly stated: “From 

the early 1970s until the late 1980s, I supported the Cuban revolution.  For doing so, I became a 

pariah among many Cuban exiles.  I am neither regretful nor apologetic of that period in my life 

(…) Letting go of my illusions was hard.  Since 1991, I haven’t been able to travel to Cuba; 

officials there consider me Persona Non Grata.” 

 

Notwithstanding, Simmons explained on August 6, 2008, through Babalublog Radio, that a 

former Cuban intelligence officer who worked the academic section of Department M-I (known 

as “U.S. Targets”)  recalled meeting with Perez Stable in Ottawa (Canada) in mid-1991.  She 

was still an active agent.  However, her usefulness to Castro ended when her former Case Officer 

stepped forward. 

 

This case officer is Orlando Brito-Pestana, former DGI Chief of Station in Canada (until 

February 1994), who defected to the U.S. around April 2002 from Panama. It’s biblical that two 

or three witnesses make the case (Dt. 19:15).  Against Perez Stable, the available witnesses are 

not only defectors Brito-Pestana and Perez-Mendez, but also Castro´s spy Alvarez, who referred 

to her in his FBI debriefing as being closely linked to DGI officers. Thus, the problem with 

Perez-Stable is far away from McCarthyism.  It´s rather a genuine problem of Castroism: the 

mania of rectifying mistakes without recognizing wrongdoing. 

 

Solution 

 

During the era of McCarthyism, the retired or active communist militants went to court. Two 

cases, Slochower v. Board of Education (1956) and Yates v. United States (1957), were enough 

to finish it, while the own U.S. Senate settled up the issue with McCarthy.  Nowadays, those who 

complaint about McCarthyist tactics are terrified by the judicial option.  When the FBI 

debriefing of Perez-Mendez was posted in the blog Herald Watch on November 27, 2006, Perez-

Stable warned, through the ACLU attorney John de Leon, that a lawsuit for “libelous and 

slanderous statements” was forthcoming.  All the alleged involved are still waiting. 

 

When Simmons went again to Hispanic TV in Miami on October 8, 2008, he added Lisandro 

Perez, Julia Sweig and Silvia Wilhelm to the list., They got angry, but only “Flippity” Wilhelm 

dared to sue Simmons.  Alvarez had already told the FBI that he and Wilhelm met with the same 

DGI officer in Havana:  Amado Soto.  Although Wilhelm had paid $75,000 in attorney’s fees, 

she refused to provide her subpoenaed bank records and ended up resolving the matter in a 

sealed settlement.  As any good lawyer will tell you, the truth is always the best defense. 

http://marifeliperez-stable.com/about-marifeli/
http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/espionage/simmons.mp3

